Consumer-centric growth strategies

We create inspirational,
future facing strategic plans
that identify new growth
opportunities and deliver
a renewed impetus to your
3-5 year innovation and
communication plans.

Do you find that your existing growth plans are
restrictive, lack freshness and deliver the same
answers year on year?

Process
Energise
An envisioning workshop about
the future ambition for the
brand and the value of a future
facing strategic plan.

Timings
Immerse
Three key inputs:
1 / Multi-functional
stakeholder interviews
2 / CCC (Consumer,
Competition, Company) review

Create

Iterate

Strategise

A series of creative
brainstorm sessions to
develop consumer-centric
inspirational opportunity
spaces.

Sessions with key multifunctional teams to conduct
feasibility assessments and
ideation potential.

A 2-3 day workshop (virtual
or face to face) to review,
evaluate and prioritise
opportunity spaces and build
the final strategy on-a-page.

3 / External trends work

Outputs
Strategy on a page

Opportunity Space:
2-pagers

We deliver a compelling
consumer-centric strategy
that outlines the strategic
imperatives that the business
should focus on. Each strategic
pillar is underpinned by a
series of consumer driven
opportunities.

Each opportunity space
underpinning the strategy is
supported by rich evidence
that serves as inspiration
to inform innovation and
communication plans.

What our clients say

Awards

Contact us

The growth strategy we developed with Incite was completely different from
strategies we laid out in the past. It was built off of true consumer gaps/
needs/opportunities and was integrated globally to ensure that we had the
right inputs (both internal and external). Old strategies allowed us to put
almost any project into a strategic pillar while this new strategy allows us to
check priorities and really provides guardrails for the brand as to where we
are focused. The strategy provides guidance for years of innovation focus—
it’s something we can live into for the next 5-10 years.
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A typical engagement takes
between 8-12 weeks.

